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ABSTRACT
Correct classi�cation of image data can depend on features learned
in multiple sequential frames. We focus on the problem of learning
action from video data with an emphasis on driver behavior mon-
itoring. An insu�cient quantity of high quality labeled data is a
major problem in machine learning research. �is is especially true
when deep neural networks are used. Although some su�ciently
large, general purpose image databases exist for action recognition,
most of these are limited to single frames. �is kind of data requires
that the action recognition task is applied regardless of the tempo-
ral information (information from previous and next frames of a
video sequence). In this paper, we show that temporal information
is useful for accurate classi�cation of video and that the temporal
information in lower layers of a convolutional neural network can
successfully be transferred from one network to another to greatly
improve performance on the driver behavior monitoring task.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, deep learning has become ubiquitous for image
classi�cation, with some results exceeding human accuracy for
certain tasks. With few exceptions, these impressive results have
been limited to a set of tasks for which a single picture provides all
the information required to easily distinguish between classes and
essentially ignore any time element for the recognition task.

As we approach the limits of frame-based methods, there is a
desire to further improve deep learning algorithms by utilizing tem-
poral information, which is information between multiple frames
taken sequentially to give a more complete idea of what is hap-
pening. Using a single frame, it is trivial to train a classi�er to
determine if a person is holding a glass, but di�cult or impossible
to train a classi�er to understand if the glass is being picked up
or put down. Even distinguishing jogging from walking can be
di�cult without a time component.

For this more re�ned level of visual understanding, we need
machine learning models that can learn temporal information and
information about frame content at the same time. We also need
quality labeled data of su�cient size to prevent over��ing. Much
work has been done recently to address these issues (described in
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the related work section below), but there is still a lack of quality
data for use in many practical applications. For example, there are
no publicly available databases for driver monitoring that are of
su�cient size to train a deep neural network from scratch.

�e largest database for driver behavior monitoring that we could
�nd is the “Distracted Driver Dataset”, provided as part of a Kaggle
challenge in mid-2016. Although this database is intended for single
frame classi�cation, it is possible to identify the original frame
sequences from which movies can be created. �ese movies can
then be used for learning a limited amount of temporal information.

In this paper, we address two questions:
“Can temporal information be used to improve accurate classi-

�cation of driver actions?” and “Can low-level information about
temporal information from an unrelated problem be successfully
used to be�er understand driver actions in videos?”

In the next session, we provide brief background information on
Recurrent Neural networks and 3D CNN’s for the interested reader.
In section three, we present related work. In sections 4, 5, and 6,
we present the methods, experiments, and results.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the key neural net-
work architectures used in this work, including recurrent neural
networks, long short term neural networks, convolutional neural
networks and 3D convolutional neural networks. We also brie�y
describe transfer learning. Readers with a knowledge of these topics
are encouraged to skip to the Related Work section below.

2.1 RNN (Recurrent Neural Network)
Recurrent neural networks(RNN) [19] are a highly �exible network
architecture frequently used to model time series data, such as a
sequence of frames from a video. RNNs remember the input at
a previous stage and make a decision for the present input based
on the sequence of the previous data. �e hidden state of an RNN
is calculated based on the state of the network at each sequence.
�e hidden state can be considered the memory. RNNs have had
great success in speech and video recognition and are sometimes
combined with convolutional layers [11].

2.2 LSTM (Long Short Term Memory)
LSTMs [5] are a type of RNN that are designed with both long and
short term memory which permits the modeling of more complex
time series. LSTMs include at least 3 gates which control the way
information �ows.
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2.3 CNN(Convolutional Neural Networks)
Convolutional Neural networks (CNNs) were popularized by le-
cun et al. [9], who used them successfully for handwri�en digit
classi�cation. �ese networks are inspired by the organization
of the visual cortex and allow spatial information to be more e�-
ciently learned. Convolutional Neural Networks can be used on
input of any number of dimensions but due to their success in
pictures, are most popularly implemented for 2D input plus color
channels. Other popular types of CNN’s include 1D CNNs which
are commonly used for time series and 3D CNNs which can be used
for volumetric data or time series data where the third dimension
represents either spatial frames or temporal frames [11].

2.4 Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is the process of transferring knowledge that has
already been learned by one neural network into another one. �is
is o�en accomplished by copying the learned weights and biases
from one or more layers of a fully trained network to a di�erent
network. Transfer learning can be used to overcome over��ing
issues and to speed up the training process for a related task.

3 RELATEDWORK
In 2008, before the recent wave of deep learning, Klaser et al. [8]
used 3D HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) descriptors and
showed that 3D gradients were able to assist in understanding
action from videos. More modern approaches to action classi�ca-
tion from videos are primarily based on 3D convolutional neural
networks (CNN) or recurrent neural networks (RNN) with some
convolutional component or a combination of the two. 3D CNNs
have been shown to capture short-term temporal information.

For example, [18] makes a compelling case for the use of 3D
CNNs for understanding video data. �eir method, which they
named C3D, compared favorably to other published results on 5 of
6 generic action datasets used. �ey also showed that their network
learns information about both motion and appearance, �rst learning
appearance and then motion. One problem with this design is that
only relatively short action sequences (16 frames) can be learned.

Addressing this problem, Lei, et al. [10] present an interesting
approach to action recognition, they combine a 3D convolutional
neural network with a hidden Markov model (HMM) and show that
their method compares favorably with other methods. �is paper
adds support to the idea that 3D convolutions are important to
understanding short-term temporal information about movement
and the need for another mechanic (RNN, HMM, etc) to understand
long-term context (more than a few frames)

Keeping on the theme of combining 3D CNN with a network
that is able to learn long-term information, Molchanov et al. [12]
combined a 3D convolutional neural network with a recurrent neu-
ral network to classify short video clips of hand gestures, reporting
excellent results.

Donahue et al. introduced a new architecture called LRCN (Long-
term Recurrent Convolutional Networks) that combines RNNs with
CNNs [2]. Speci�cally, they show how to train and optimize a
long-term RNN model that can account for temporal information in
video data. �ey evaluate their method on the UCF - 101, a database

that contains over 12,000 videos with 101 human action classes [16]
.

Another new architecture that combines LSTM with convolu-
tions is introduced in “A Machine Learning Approach for Precip-
itation Nowcasting” [20]. Although the focus of their paper is
forecasting precipitation, their method is generally applicable to
the task of gathering long and short term time information from
video sequences.

In [21], convolutional temporal pooling is used with a long short
term memory (LSTM) network to produce state of the art results.
In the same year, [2] used a convolutional LSTM to narrate videos.

Because convolutions on 3D data are time intensive, there have
been a�empts to combine 2D networks while retaining temporal
information. For example, in [3], Feichtenhofer et al. train separate
CNNs for motion and appearance and report very good results.

Addressing the problem of insu�cient data to train a neural
network, [7] introduced a large, automatically generated, database
gathered from YouTube clips called the sport 1M dataset. �ey
showed that a transfer learning approach is e�ective at gaining
accuracy on UCF 101 when a network is �rst trained on sports 1M.

Object proposal networks, speci�cally fast/faster R-CNNs (region-
based convolutional neural networks) have been used successfully
as in [14],and [22], for action recognition, and seem to work espe-
cially well in cases where there is not enough data to train a full
network. Hoang, et al. used this method for detecting cell phone
usage and hands on steering wheel detection in [4].

Just as there are a�empts to classify behavior without exploit-
ing temporal information, there are also ways of addressing the
problem of driver behavior monitoring that do not depend on spa-
tial information but instead use only temporal information. For
example, [6] compared LSTM, RNN, logistic regression, and deep
neural networks, for detecting driver confusion. Rather than using
images, that paper uses multimodal sensor data to assess driver
confusion. �ey found that LSTM outperforms the other models,
likely because some long-term information is important for this
task. Similarly, [13] uses human motion, as given by cell phone
sensors, as a biometric, and an RNN was utilized to process sensor
signals.

4 METHODS
Experiments were conducted on NVIDIA Titan X GPU’s running
a pascal architecture with python 2.7, using the �eano [17] and
Keras [1].

4.1 Data Preparation
4.1.1 Driver Monitoring Dataset. �e Distracted Driver Dataset

was provided as part of a Kaggle Competition in 2016. �e dataset
was created by �lming actors on a closed driving course engaging
in various distracted and undistracted behaviors. It should be noted
that these images were obtained in a controlled environment the
car was not actually being driven. It was being pulled by a truck
instead. �e objective of the competition was to correctly classify
still images into 10 categories.

�e training set of the distracted driver database contains frames
of 26 subjects displaying several of the following behaviors/actions:

(1) c0: safe driving
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(2) c1: texting - right
(3) c2: talking on the phone - right
(4) c3: texting - le�
(5) c4: talking on the phone - le�
(6) c5: operating the radio
(7) c6: drinking
(8) c7: reaching behind
(9) c8: hair and makeup

(10) c9: talking to passenger
Although all the images in the supplied training set are still

images, it is possible to reconstruct the original “movies” based on
their order in the CSV �le supplied with ground truth annotations.

While classifying frames for driver monitoring is an interesting
problem, we wanted to see if we could learn anything from the
temporal information in the movies. Instead of using individual
frames as required for the competition, we created short movie
clips, as we describe later. It is not possible to create such movies
from the supplied testing set because sequence information was
intentionally le� out of it by the competition organizers.

First, we arranged the dataset into distinct subject, action seg-
ments ordered by time. �e generated movies varied between 38
and 135 frames in length (average is about 101) for a total of 100
clips. Because the 3D convolutional neural network we were plan-
ning to experiment with requires a �xed frame size, we further
processed the videos into �xed sized frames using the sliding time
window method. For each of these segments, we create a series
of 5, 10, 16, and 30 frame clips. Each clip is made using a sliding
window starting with the �rst (subject, action) with a step equal
to approximately 70% of the clip length to allow su�cient frame
overlap. Appropriate action labels are applied to each clip.

In all experiments, 20 drivers are used for the training set and
the remaining 6 for the validation set. Due to the small size of
this database, we did not feel that further dividing the data into a
smaller test set would be reasonable.

In our experiments, we used 4 variations of these:
(1) Grayscale video: All videos of the 26 drivers were reduced

to 60 ⇥ 80 Grayscale images.
(2) Color video: All videos of the 26 drivers were reduced to

112 ⇥ 112 full color.
(3) Grayscale frames: All frames of the 26 drivers were reduced

to 60 ⇥ 80 Grayscale images.
(4) Color Frames: All frames of the 26 drivers were reduced

112 ⇥0 112 Grayscale images.
Due to copyright restrictions, we are unable to include examples

of these images in this paper, but the interested reader may view
them by visiting the relevant competition at:

h�ps://www.kaggle.com/c/state-farm-distracted-driver-detection

4.2 Augmentation
In experiments where augmentation was applied, the ImageData-
Generator class within Keras was used. �is class is used to dy-
namically create augmented images during training given a set of
parameters. Since the standard implementation of ImageDataGen-
erator only supports 2D data, we subclassed it to properly apply
the transformations to video data. �is modi�cation involved en-
suring that the same transformation was applied to every frame of

a clip instead of treating each frame as an individual image with a
potentially di�erent transformation.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe 10 experiments on the distracted driver
database. �e experiments were designed to allow comparison
between networks that use temporal information (LSTM, 3D CNN,
etc) and networks that ignore it (2D CNN). �e last experiments are
designed to measure the improvement that is achieved by transfer
learning.

5.1 2D experiments
We train an implementation of VGG-16 [15] from scratch on the
distracted driver dataset in Keras with a learning rate of 0.001. Our
loss function was categorical cross entropy and our output class
predictions were obtained from a �nal so�max layer.

We then repeated our experiments on our grayscale dataset
with rotation, translation, and feature normalization. By feature
normalization, we mean that the inputs are divided by the standard
deviation of the dataset.

5.2 Very Small CNNs and LSTMs
In this set of experiments, we utilized several small (one or two
layer) con�gurations of CNN+LSTM, 3DCNN +LSTM, and 3DCNN.

For these experiments, the LSTM used is the one described by
[20], implemented in Keras as ConvLSTM2D.

�ree networks were evaluated:
Network 1: 3DCNN followed by So�max (Num Classes)
One 3D convolution with 16 �lters and a kernel size of 3,3,3

followed by a so�max layer.
Network 2: LSTM followed by 3DCNN! So�max (Num Classes)
One LSTM with time length 16, and a 3x3x3 convolution kernel

followed by one 3D convolutional layer with 16 �lters and a kernel
size of 3,3,3 ending with a so�max layer.

Network 3: 3DCNN followed by LSTM! So�max (Num Classes)
One 3D convolutional layer with 16 �lters and a kernel size

of 3,3,3 followed by one LSTM with time length 16, and a 3x3x3
convolution ending with a so�max layer.

All three experiments used a learning rate of 0.001 with nestrov
momentum as 0.95. Categorical crossentropy was our loss function
and stochastic gradient descent as the training method.

�ese experiments were then repeated with the grayscale video
database.

5.3 Experiments with small 3DCNN
architectures

Since the distracted driver dataset has a strong tendency to over�t
due to the limited number of subjects, we designed a network and
training strategy that would delay over��ing for as long as possible
and prevent fast convergence. �is involved using a high learning
rate and large batch size, resulting in a training method that would
allow the network to jump over minima. We also observed that the
over��ing came from very low level information, so we restricted
the �rst layer to only 8 features. �e network architecture was
designed as follows:

(1) input layer with 15 frames, a width and height of 112.
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(2) 3D Convolutional Layer(RELU). 8 �lters with size: 3, 3, 3
(3) 3D Max pooling operator with size: (2,2,2)
(4) 3D Convolutional Layer(RELU). 16 �lters with size: 3, 3, 3
(5) 3D Max pooling operator with size: (2,2,2)
(6) 3D Convolutional Layer(RELU). 32 �lters with size: 3, 3, 3
(7) 3D Max pooling operator with size: (2,2,2)
(8) 3D Convolutional Layer(RELU). 64 �lters with size: 3, 3, 3
(9) 3D Convolutional Layer(RELU). 128 �lters with size: 3, 3, 3

(10) 3D Convolutional Layer(RELU). 256 �lters with size: 3, 3, 3
(11) Fully connected Layer (RELU) with 4096 units.
(12) Dropout with a probability of 0.5
(13) Fully connected Layer (RELU) with 4096 units.
(14) Dropout with a probability of 0.5
(15) So�max with 10 units (one for each of the 10 action classes

in the Distracted Driver Dataset)

A learning rate of 0.001 with nestrov momentum as 0.95 and cat-
egorical crossentropy as the loss function was used. Stochastic
gradient descent was used as the optimizer.

Variations with additional dropout and Batch Normalization
layers were also evaluated, but only increased the over��ing and
decreased validation accuracy.

�ese experiments were repeated with rotation, translation, and
featurewise normalization.

5.4 C3D trained from scratch
In this experiment, we trained a C3D [18] from scratch on the
distracted driver dataset. Since C3D was designed to use 16 frame
color video clips of size 112 X 112 we used the color video dataset
described previously. As with previous experiments, a learning rate
of 0.001 with nestrov momentum as 0.95 was used with categorical
crosentropy and gradient descent.

5.5 Transfer Learning with C3D
Since other approaches to reducing the over��ing problem were of
limited success, we tried a transfer learning approach. �e idea is
to use pretrained weights from an existing network, trained for a
more generic action recognition task, and then to tune them with
the Distracted Driver training set.

We used a pretrained 3CD on the sports 1-M dataset, included
the architecture, and trained weights for �e Sports-1M dataset in a
GitHub repository as a 3D CNN. �ey reported very good results at
capturing temporal information using their 3D CNN, so it seemed
like a natural place to start.

In this experiment, we investigate the use of transfer learning to
overcome the over��ing problem identi�ed in the previous cases.
In the previous experiments, the �rst layers were identi�ed as being
the primary source of over��ing, so we wanted to try two transfer
learning approaches.

�e �rst transfer learning approach we tried was to train the C3D
network with a very low learning rate of 0.0001 without freezing
any layers with these pretrained weights.

We then used an alternate transfer learning approach where we
trained only on the �nal so�max layer, freezing the learning rate
of the �rst layers.

Since we previously identi�ed the �rst layers as being the great-
est source of over��ing, we repeated this experiment freezing only

the �rst �ve layers, and then repeated it again with only the �rst
two layers frozen.

6 RESULTS
In this section, we report the results of the experiments in the
previous section. �e experiments with the best results are listed
in table 1. Since over��ing is found to be the primary cause of
validation error in most experiments, we also show details about
the loss and accuracy in tables 2 and 3 before and a�er we reach
100% on the training set.

6.1 2D experiments
�e best 2D accuracy we obtain without augmentation is 30% using
a modi�ed VGG 16. [15]

Interestingly, randomly augmenting the 2D dataset with shi�s
of up to 10% in the horizontal or vertical direction is enough to
increase the accuracy from 30% to 46.3%. Adding rotation (5 or 15
degrees) lowered accuracy and allowing shi�s of greater than 10%
also decreased accuracy.

6.2 Very Small CNNs and LSTMs
In this set of experiments, we used 3D convolutional LSTM of 3
di�erent con�gurations that have been widely cited in the literature
as being e�ective for this task.

Despite widely di�erent architectures, these networks all quickly
resulted in an over�t network with 100% accuracy on the training
set and roughly 10% accuracy on the validation set, o�en within
the �rst 10 epochs.

When trained on reduced size grayscale data the results were
similar but slightly be�er with the best accuracy on the validation
set at around 16%.

�e goal of this set of experiments was to identify the network
architecture which would be most promising for measuring the
impact of temporal information for the driver monitoring task, but
due to the over��ing issue, we can not reach any conclusions from
these 3 experiments.

6.3 Experiments with small 3DCNN
architectures

Here we report the results of our experiment with small 3DCNN,
which was designed to reduce over��ing by forcing the network to
concentrate on more general features and by limiting the number
of low level features.

�is network achieved an accuracy of 39.57% on the validation
set which is be�er than the 2D VGG 16 inspired network, which
had been shown to be e�ective at this task in the Distracted Driver
Competition without manual augmentation, but not be�er than the
2D VGG when augmented data was provided.

Variations with additional dropout and Batch Normalization
layers were also evaluated, but only increased the over��ing and
decreased validation accuracy.

None of the augmentation strategies that were found to improve
accuracy for the 2D network (translation, rotation, featurewise nor-
malization) increased accuracy for this small 3DCNN architecture.
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Table 1: Top performing approaches (>= 30%)

Approach Accuracy
Transfer learning on 3D CNN. First 2 layers frozen 73.35%
Transfer learning on 3D CNN. First 5 layers frozen 60%
2D VGG 16 with augmentation 46%
3D CNN without augmentation 39.57%
2D VGG 16 without augmentation 30%

Table 2: �e best result on the validation set before reaching
100% on the training set was:

Train loss* Val loss Train Accuracy Val Accuracy
0.0359 0.9004 0.9984 0.7273

Table 3: �e best results on the validation set a�er reaching
100% on the training set was

Train loss* Val loss Train Accuracy Val Accuracy
0.0173 0.8563 1 0.7335

6.4 C3D trained from scratch
When we trained the C3D from scratch on the distracted driver
dataset, the results were: 100% accuracy on the training set. 12%
accuracy on the validation set.

6.5 Transfer Learning with C3D
�e �rst experiment was to train the pretrained 3CD network at a
very low learning rate using the driver monitoring dataset. �is still
resulted in over��ing and unsatisfactory results on the validation
set (13%).

�e next and most successful transfer learning approach we used
was to train only on the last few layers, freezing the learning rate
of the �rst layers. When the �rst 5 layers were frozen, we achieved
60% on the validation set, which is a signi�cant improvement over
the previous results. Further re�nement (freezing just the �rst 2
layers) allowed us to achieve over 72% accuracy on the validation
set.

*in all cases loss is the categorical cross-entropy calculated on
an entire batch.

7 DISCUSSION
When training a CNN, Information �ows in a cone-shaped manner
(see �gure 1). �is is a property of the convolution and pooling
operations, which merge and mix the information of several pixels
(a window of pixels) into a single value. In the early layers of the
convolutional network, each row of the layer corresponds to a small
spatial portion of the input image. �is means that in these early
layers, the network is restricted to the details and low-level features
of the input data.

�is is also the case for temporal information where time is the
depth dimension. In the early stages of the 3D network, the kernels
are able to observe a very short part of the input time sequence
data. i.e., the beginning layers of the network are processing a short
time sequence from a small spatial portion of the input data.

�is could correspond to small �nger movement, or eye blinking
for example. �ese movements are common among a wide variety
of human activities like swimming or holding a cell phone. �is is
the main reason a transfer learning approach that involved freezing
the �rst two layers gave signi�cantly be�er results than other
methods (See �gure 2). In our presented approach, the network
trained on the sports 1m dataset (a database of YouTube videos
focused on sports) was tuned for the driver monitoring task, but
the �rst two layers were frozen during the tuning procedure. �e
success of these features indicates that the early stage features
learned from sports activity classi�cation are generic enough to be
used for other human activities.

�ese features represent the most detailed activities, which are
the same for a wide variety of human behaviors. Figure 1 shows
that by going deeper in network layers, each row of a convolutional
layer is observing a wider and larger temporal and spatial region
of the input data.

�is suggests that the kernels in these later layers are dealing
with coarser features of the input data, which includes speci�c
movements or behaviors of the subject in the input movie stream.
�is explains why tuning later layers for our speci�c task converged
to a reasonable approximation of driver activities. In �gure 2, net-
work A is the C3D network trained on the sports 1M dataset and
the network B is the presented network for driver activity classi�-
cation. As you can see, the parameters from the �rst two layers of
the network A were transferred to network B and the rest of the
network was tuned for our task.

�is is our explanation of the results obtained by a transfer
learning approach.

 toward 
the output

input
Convolutional 

layer
Convolutional 

layer
Convolutional 

layer

Figure 1: Illustration of cone shape of information �ow in
convolutional neural networks.

8 CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the lower level �lters learned by a 3D CNN
can be used to greatly increase the accuracy on small datasets of
drivers for the driver behavior classi�cation task. It is not obvious
that the �rst layers of a network trained for identifying actions in
sports videos, such as basketball and swimming, could also be used
to distinguish between distracted driver actions like le� and right
hand cell phone use or speaking with a passenger.

We have also shown that temporal information can be used to
increase accuracy for the driver behavior monitoring task over a
network that does not use such temporal information.
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Figure 2: Illustration of transfer learning concept where the
�rst layers in network A and network B are the same.

At a very low level, the action of Moving �ngers and heads may
not be substantially di�erent between di�erent action recognition
problems for convolutional neural networks. In our experiments,
using any more than the �rst two layers decreased accuracy.

Given the shortage of well-labeled task-speci�c datasets for ac-
tion recognition, this is an encouraging result.
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